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AAI pacing (atrial inhibited pacing) 257–259, 260, 328
assessment of AV conduction 195–196
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VVI pacing vs 56–57
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electrocardiogram 288
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abandoned leads 238–240
children 200
contact with electrodes 146, 431
MRI and 604
radiography 562
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abbreviations, timing cycle 256
abdomen, device implantation 30, 574
ablation 601–602
atrioventricular node 112, 399, 537–539, 602
electromagnetic interference from 598, 601–602
for lead extraction 215
septal, heart block from 107
for tachyarrhythmias 106–107
VT storm 511
ablation catheters, lead extraction 215
aborted sudden death
arrhythmic right ventricular dysplasia 121
long QT syndrome 119
acceleration times, sensors see reaction time
accelerometers 410–411
dual-sensor rate-adaptive pacing 416–418
see also SonR sensor
Accufix® leads 152
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activity sensors 409–411
activity thresholds 420–422, 423
adaptors, connectors 198, 198
additional repolarization time 19, 21
ADI mode 259, 260, 328
advisories, pacemaker replacement 204, 640–644
AFib Rate Threshold (Boston Scientific) 387
afterpotentials 8–9, 15
in pockets 452
see also seal-plug problems
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alcohol, on DFT 33
alerts
ICDs 472, 628
lead failure 533
internet-based 636
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alignment, electrograms 377, 379, 380
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allergies 232
order sets and 205
alternating bundle branch block 101
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American College of Cardiology, indications for pacemakers and ICDs 94
American Heart Association, indications for pacemakers and ICDs 94
amiodarone
on DFT 33
on pacing thresholds 443
on ventricular tachycardia 492
AMIOVIRT trial 116–117
amplification see variable signal amplification
amplitude
duration vs 4
electrograms 8, 9f
R waves 342
see also intrinsic amplitude tests; voltage amplitude
analyzers, pacing systems 192–193
anastomoses, ventricular veins 184
anatomy 2
coronary sinus 177, 302
Andersen Trial 56–57
anesthesia 158–159
for VT storm 511
angiographic wires see guidewires
angiography see contrast venography
anodal capture 542, 543, 544–545
anodal shocking 20–21
anodal stimulation, resynchronization and 316
anterior intraventricular vein 177, 178
lead placement 582
anterior left ventricular pacing, ECG 300, 303
anterior myocardial infarction 100
antiarrhythmic drugs
affecting pacing thresholds 435, 443–444, 448
Class IC 443, 492, 632–634
ICD problems, follow-up 632–634
ICDs and 33–34, 632–634
for VT storm 511
antibiotics 205, 207, 238
anticoagulants
cardioversion and 228
device implantation and 203
for established thrombosis 234
pocket hematomas 229
antitachycardia pacing (ATP) 34–35, 390–393, 396, 499
drugs and 634
initiating lead noise 524
misclassification by ICDs 507, 508
optimizing therapy 395, 507
on ventricular tachycardia 34–35, 495
VT storm 511
antitheft devices 609–610
AOO (atrial asynchronous pacing) 257
atria
asystole
avoidance in programming 321
prevention 265–266
atrial asynchronous pacing (AOO) 257
atrial-based timing systems 268–272
atrial blanking period 346–348, 349, 384
Boston Scientific ICDs 384, 386
see also post-ventricular atrial blanking periods
Atrial Capture Control (Biotronik) 336
atrial defibrillators 393
atrial electrodes 8
ICDs 474, 477
undersensing 501
atrial escape interval see ventriculoatrial interval
atrial fibrillation 497
AFib Rate Threshold (Boston Scientific ICDs) 387
assessment of suppression 437
atrial undersensing 504–506
atrioventricular block and 99
heart failure and 110, 112
ICD selection 150
inappropriate rejection 500
late shock 394
during lead implantation 228
lead placement for 192
radiography 567
pacing mode on 57–58, 59
paroxysmal 492, 494–495
prevention algorithms 106
programming 397, 399, 401
remote monitoring 638–640
sleep apnea 103
thromboembolism and 638–640, 641
ventricular rate regulation for 78, 295–296
ventricular sensing, cardiac resynchronization devices 537–541
ventricular tachycardia vs 489
VVIR pacing 134
atrial flutter 489, 497
during lead implantation 228
mode switching and 276
atrial inhibited pacing (AAI pacing) 257–259, 260, 328
assessment of AV conduction 195–196
indications and contraindications 135
VVI pacing vs 56–57
atrial oversensing
CRT devices 335, 536, 635
ICDs 476
atrial pacemakers
lead dislodgement 220
lead placement 170–171
radiography 564–569, 568
ventricular lead placement with 190
single-chamber, sick sinus syndrome 103
see also Accufix™ atrial J lead
atrial prematures beats, biventricular pacing 286
Atrial Protection Interval (API™) 276–278
atrial rate, ventricular rate vs, SVT-VT discriminators 383–387
atrial refractory period 325
pacing during 276–278
see also post-ventricular atrial refractory period; total atrial refractory period
atrial rhythms
cardiac transplantation 202
native 332, 333
ventricular sensing problems 534–537
atrial sensing window 275
atrial septal defect 232
atrial synchronous (P-tracking/P-synchronous) pacing
see VDD pacing
atrial tachycardias
mode switching for 276
risk of thromboembolism 638–640
atrial tachycardia
ATP on 495
caused by pacing 276–278
during lead implantation 228
Atrial Tracking Recovery™ (Medtronic) 398, 399
atrial undersensing 286, 345, 352
CRT devices 335, 635
ICDs 384, 388
atrial tachycardia 504–506
atrial upper interval (AUI) 278
atrial upper rate (AUR) 278
atrioventricular block 80
as complication 228
pacing for 94–101
pacing mode selection 136
PEA sensor 418
programming for 471–472
from septal ablation 107
single-pass VDD pacing 136
children 200
sinus node dysfunction 136
symptoms 99, 471
see also first-degree heart block; second-degree heart block
atrioventricular conduction, failure of resynchronization 316
atrioventricular delay 269, 270, 271, 278, 279, 283, 284, 292, 327, 436
cardiac resynchronization devices 534
atrioventricular dissociation 43–45
atrioventricular interval (AVI) 46, 49–55, 257, 264–268, 325
assessment 435
ECG 292–295
extension 331–332
programming 49, 307–316, 331–332, 400, 424
resynchronization (CRT) 70–71, 424
Brugada syndrome 120–121
Bulldog lead extender 212
bundle branch block
alternating 101
bifascicular block 101
cardiac perforation 226
left 66–67, 108
cardiac perforation 226
heart failure 110
V-V optimization 75–77
right

cardiac perforation 226
resynchronization for 111–112
trifascicular block 101
bundle branch system 2
bundle of His 2
bundle branch system 2

CABG-Patch trial 115
“burst plus” mode, ATP 391
“burst plus” mode, ATP 507
capsule endoscopy 606
capacitors 22, 628–630
Canadian Trial of Physiologic Pacing 57
capacitors 22, 628–630
energy 22, 24, 25
shock dosage 24
capture
anodal 542, 543, 544–545
failure 441–452, 541–542
pseudo-malfunctions 452–454
latency 303, 304
see also stimulus latency
thresholds 322, 324
see also Ventricular AutocaptureTM
Capture ManagementTM (Medtronic) 336
cardiac arrest
congenital heart disease 125–126
recurrence risk 113
cardiac contractility modulation (CCM) 78
cardiac output, troubleshooting 471–472
cardiac resynchronization therapy see biventricular pacing
cardiac transplantation, pacing after 112, 202
cardio-inhibitory response, carotid sinus reflex 79, 104
cardiomyopathy
fibrosis 116
hypertrophic 78–79
ICDs 122–125
pacing for 107
septal myectomy 125
sudden death 122, 125
ICDs 116–117, 122–125
ischemic, ICDs 115
from tachycardia 117
pacing for 111
cardioversion 603
altered pacing thresholds 441, 447, 601, 602
during lead implantation 228
low-energy 393
CaveLinkTM web-based follow-up system 636–637, 639, 640
carotid sheath, jugular approach 165
cardiac output, troubleshooting 429, 431
cheat pain 623
cardiomyopathy 78
charge, capacitors 22
charge time, capacitors 628–630

chest pain 623
chest radiography 553–589
follow-up 624
ICDs 473
leads 558–583
chronic threshold 6
chronotropic incompetence 43
bradyarrhythmia 103
nocturnal lower rates see sleep rates
cardiac output, troubleshooting 7, 30–33
circadian lower rates see sleep rates
circadian pattern, stimulation threshold 7, 30–33

circuits (in devices) 15
interruption 246–248

circuits (re-entrant) 34–35, 77

see also endless-loop tachycardia
circle movement tachycardia see endless-loop tachycardia
classification, indications for pacemakers and ICD 94
CLEAR trial (Clinical Evaluation of Advanced Resynchronization trial) 418, 424–425
clinical assessment, troubleshooting 428–429
Clinical Evaluation of Advanced Resynchronization trial (CLEAR trial) 418, 424–425
clopidogrel
device implantation and 203
pocket hematomas 229
closed-loop sensors 408
Closed Loop Stimulation 412–414
cold, active cans 32
cold temperatures 598
collateral closed-loop sensors 408
collateral cold temperatures 598
comanagement, troubleshooting 439
compliance see noncompliance
compliance complications 219–254
of lead extraction 209–210
local anesthesia 159
pacemaker replacement 204–205
component malfunctions 439–440, 452, 462, 469
computed tomography

cardiac perforation 225
oversensing 610
coronal angiography 577–583
ICDs 145
radiotherapy 562, 564
see also setscrews
congenital heart disease 125–126, 171, 174, 198, 583–585, 586
congenitally corrected transposition of great vessels, lead placement 586
congenital third-degree AV block, pacing for 96–98
coronary sinus leads 175–189

coronary artery disease

coronary artery bypass graft, ICDs and Cordis type connectors

coradial leads 11

Cook locking stylet

cordial leads 11

Cordis type connectors 141

coronary artery bypass graft, ICDs and 115

coronary artery disease

ICDs 114–116

resynchronization in 69, 70

see also myocardial infarction
coronary sinus leads 175–189

anatomy 177, 302

atrial 192
cannulation 176–179

complications 223

gerent heart disease 196

dilodgement 220–223

exit block 248–252, 441

extraction 215

from persistent left SVC 167

radiography 169, 185, 232, 576, 573–583

coronary venous leads 151–153
cough 623
counters 256

cracks, lead surfaces 12, 140
crista supraventricularis, as landmark 66
critical mass theory 18
cross-chamber refractory periods 286–287, 518–519
cross-stimulation 441, 446
crostalk, ventricular output inhibition 265–268, 348, 350, 454–455, 456, 458
crostalk sensing window see ventricular triggering period

cRT see biventricular pacing

crush injury (to lead) 248, 252, 431, 562, 564
current device indication 643
current of injury 195
curved sheaths 178–181
curved styles
tentricular leads 167–169

see also J curved styles
curves, coronary venous leads 152–153
cut-away sheaths 188

cutdowns, device implantation 160
cutting diathermy 598
cyclists 410

Dacron pouches 243

Danish Pacemaker Trial 56–57

dANPACE trial 58–60
databases, lead performance 142–144, 430–431
data storage 626

in pacemakers 621–622

DAT mode 328

DAVID trial 57, 58

DDD pacing (dual-chamber pacing and sensing with inhibition and tracking) 262–264

indications and contraindications 135

right ventricular apex pacing 110

sinus node dysfunction 136

VDD pacing vs 292

VVI pacing vs 48, 57

DDDR pacing

indications and contraindications 135

programming procedure 357–360

on timing cycles 272–276

DDI pacing (atrioventricular sequential, non-P-synchronous pacing with dual-chamber sensing) 261–262, 292, 328

DDIR pacing (atrioventricular sequential non-P-synchronous rate-modulated pacing with dual-chamber sensing) 262

DDT mode 284, 285

deactivation 646

deceleration time see recovery time

DECREASE-HF trial 67
defibrillation 16–21, 393

external 601, 602, 603, 603

altered pacing thresholds 441

testing at implantation 25–33

failure 29–33

risk 28

see also implantable cardioverter-defibrillators; shocks
defibrillation coils 29, 30, 31, 145, 146–147

subcutaneous 175
defibrillation thershold (DFT) 26–27

drugs on 33
testing 632

DEFINITE trial 117
deflectable catheters 140, 141, 178–181

delayed longitudinal contraction (DLC), V-V optimization on 76
delivered energy, stored energy vs 25
delivery systems for leads 13–14

over-the-wire 13, 151–153, 185–187

see also guidewires

sheaths 13, 178, 179, 180, 188–189
deltoplectal groove 165
dental equipment, interference 605
depolarization 4, 17, 19, 21, 415

isoelectric 452
detection by ICDs 362, 364, 366–393
duration 372, 398, 507

enhancements 373–376

see also redetection; underdetection
device malfunctions 642–643

see also component malfunctions
dextrocardia, lead placement 586

DF-1 standard 12, 198

DF-4 standard 148

DFT see defibrillation threshold
diagnostics

features for 439–440

ICDs 473

lead failure 533

programming 350, 360

see also troubleshooting
dialysis, hyperkalemia 443–445
diastolic function, left ventricle 70
diaphragm

myopotentials 486–488

lead fracture vs 522, 523

oversensing 546

stimulation 245

assessment 169, 187–188

diastolic function, left ventricle 70
diathermy 598, 606

see also electrocautery
differential atrioventricular interval (AVDI) 48, 268, 325

see also interatrial conduction time
digital recording systems, pseudo-malfunctions 458, 464, 465
dilated cardiomyopathy, ICDs 116–117
dilated ventricular veins, lead placement 187

DINAMIT trial 115

discharge from hospital 205
dilodgement of leads 220–223, 441, 445, 525
dual-chamber ICDs 149

radiography 571, 575, 583
dissection of coronary sinus 185, 186

risk of 179
DOO (dual-chamber sequential asynchronous pacing) 257, 258
DOOR pacing see dual-chamber pacing, rate-modulated
Doppler tissue imaging, V-V optimization 75–76
Doppler velocity, mitral valve infl ow 52, 53
dosage (of shocks) 24–25
dose-response curve, defibrillation 25–26
dressings, post-implant 205
driving, post-implant 205, 644
drugs
affecting pacing thresholds 435, 443–444, 448
ICD problems 472
follow-up 632–634
for VT storm 511
see also antiarhythmic drugs
dual-chamber ICDs 149–153
electrograms 488–489
SVT-VT discriminators 382–390, 516–517
dual-chamber pacing
electrocardiographic
clinical effects 57–58
dysynchrony 67, 68, 69, 70, 77
heart failure 107–110
interventricular 43, 44
Easytrak® OTW leads 152, 153
echocardiography
lead placement guidance 583
optimizing therapy 399–400
atrioventricular 52–55
ventricular timing 75–77
programming guidance 331–332
tricuspid regurgitation 245
“80X” polyurethane 139–140
ejection fraction
dilated cardiomyopathy 116–117
ICD after myocardial infarction 115, 116
ventricular tachycardia 113
elective replacement indicators (ERI) 204, 621, 627
elective replacement voltages 14
electrical artifacts 452–454
electrical over-impedance 315
electrical reset 597–598
end-systolic volume 42
energy
epicardial patches 572
end-systolic volume 42
epicardial patches 572, 573, 578
epilepsy 274
Epsilon waves 122, 124
eosinophilic mediastinitis 231
escar 229–230, 231, 236–237
escape interval, extension see rate
hysteresis
escape rhythms, atrioventricular block 99
Eustachian ridge, coronary sinus
implantation 179
Evoked responses, AutoCapture™ system 336
Evolution mechanical sheath 213
Evolution mechanical sheath 213
E wave, mitral valve infl ow 52
examination (clinical), follow-up 620
excimer laser sheath 213
excitability 2
excitable gaps, re-entrant circuits 35
exercise
assessment 419–420
AV block 96
AV optimization and 55
ICD shocks 472
physiology 42, 45
programming for 623–624
space in clinics 614
INDEX
upper rate limits 328, 330
   see also activity sensors
exit block 7, 248–252, 441–443
exit delay 303–304
experience, lead extraction 209
Expert Ease/Lifestyle option 358
Extended High Rate (St. Jude) 516–517
extended PTFE jackets, defibrillation coils 145
external cardioversion 441, 601, 602, 603
external defibrillation 441, 601, 602, 603, 605
external interference see electromagnetic interference
externalization, conductors 573–577, 580, 644
external jugular access 165
extracardiac signals 245
   interference see electromagnetic interference
oversensing from 476, 479, 480, 485–488
   see also diaphragm; myopotentials
extracorporeal shock wave lithotripsy 604
extramural subclavian approach see extrathoracic subclavian approach
Extrasystoles
   premature ventricular contractions; ventricular extrasystoles
extrathoracic subclavian approach see axillary approach
EZ locking device (LLD) 212
Failure of treatment, ICDs 29–33
   failure to pace 454–458, 467–470
fallback operation 296, 298, 325
family history, long QT syndrome 119
far-field electrograms
   ICDs 474, 477, 495
   oversensing 501–504, 505, 539
   VT vs VVT 489
far-field R waves 195, 384–387, 388, 390, 477
   oversensing 501–504, 505, 539
far-field sensing 259, 456, 460, 461
ICDs 365, 388, 390, 477
far-field signal rejection 8, 146
fascicular ventricular tachycardia 127
fatigue 623
fat pad, posteroseptal space 184, 185
femoral vein
   lead extraction 214–215
   lead placement, radiography 562, 563
fibrosis 7, 10
cardiomyopathy 116
defibrillation coils 145
lead extraction and 210, 211
Fidelis leads see Sprint Fidelis leads
“55D” polyurethane 140
filling waves, mitral valve inflow 52
filtering electrograms 15, 593
ICDs
   electrograms 474–476
   St. Jude Medical 478–480
sensing 8
finger subcutaneous leads 175
firing rates, echocardiography 75
first-degree heart block 96
   pacing for 94
   fixation of leads 10
   see also active fixation leads; passive fixation of leads
FIX-HF trials 78
flashback intervals
   Medtronic ICDs 495, 496–497, 498
   slow VT 516
flat surface coils 145
flexibility, leads 139
fluoroscopy
   headers 529
   lead insulation failures 532
   lead placement
   right atrium 191
   ventricular 169, 176, 177, 181, 185, 232
   oblique views 169, 176, 177, 181, 185, 232, 304
   see also contrast venography
follow-up 613–649
   clinics 614–616
   visits 618–621
   history-taking 429
pacemakers 616–618
   programming at 357–360, 622–624, 627
   follow-up data, in programmers 324
Fontan corrections 196
Fontan procedure 202
Food and Drug Administration
   MedWatch 439–440
   recalls, classification 641
   website 431
fractal coatings, electrodes 6, 138, 175
fracture of leads 210, 243, 248, 249, 250, 251, 446–448
connector noise vs 525–529, 530
   high-voltage 512–514, 531
ICDs 248, 522, 630–631
   impedance 522–525, 529, 530–531
noise 480, 486
oversensing from 439
pace-sense leads 521–522
polarity programming and 341–345
radiotherapy 562, 578
   see also Accufix™ atrial J lead; Sprint Fidelis leads
frame rates, echocardiography 75
Frank-Starling law 42
free-wall pacing
   lead sites 153, 172–173
   radiography 567
left ventricle 51, 71
ECG 300
right ventricle 64–66
   frequencies, electrograms 8
   functional failure to capture 452
   functional leads, removal 207–208
   functional undersensing 348, 352, 460–461
atrial 536, 537
fusion beats see QRS vector fusion
gap junctions 4
golf 645
great cardiac vein 177
guidelines
   classification of indications for pacemakers and ICD 94
   on driving 644
   follow-up 622, 636–637
heart failure, pacing for 110
infections 242–243
lead extraction 205–209
   on product recalls 642–643
guidewires 178–181
axillary approach technique 162, 163
catheter technique 165
   see also over-the-wire lead delivery systems; stylets
   guiding sheaths see sheaths
Haar transform 378
headers 196–197
fluoroscopy 529
incompatible leads 457–458
   loose setscrews 446
   malfunctions 469
noise 522, 525, 526–527
heart block see atrioventricular block;
   first-degree heart block;
   second-degree heart block
heart failure
   monitoring 630–631, 637–638
   pacing 66–70, 107–112
   biventricular 13, 67–70, 107–111, 111
   programming for 397
   sensor applications 418
   resynchronization (CRT) 424–425
heart rate 42, 43, 45
atrioventricular interval and 49
   PR interval vs 51
   variability, heart failure 637
   see also chronotropic incompetence;
   entries beginning rate…
Heart Rhythm Society
   guidelines for lead extraction 205–209
   indications for pacemakers and ICD 94
   helices see screw-in leads
implantable cardioverter-defibrillators (ICDs)
atrial 393–394
channelopathies 120–121
programming 397
coils 29, 30, 31, 145, 146–147
subcutaneous 175, 176
connectors 147–148, 198
failed shocks 514–515
contraindications 126–127
detection see detection by ICDs
device selection 144–149
driving and 644
dual-chamber see dual-chamber ICDs
electromagnetic interference 597,
599–600
follow-up 626–646
inactivation 515
indications 112–126
interaction with pacemakers 517–518
leads see leads, ICDs
LV refractory period 537
misclassification of antichycardia
pacing 507, 508
power-on reset 598
programming see programming, ICDs
psychologic issues 645–646
radiotherapy 610–611
redetection in 373, 507–510, 511
resynchronization with 67, 107, 110,
117, 377
sensing 146–147, 362–366
minimizing EMI 592
single-chamber see single-chamber
ICDs
sports and 645
subcutaneous leads 30, 175, 176
timing cycles 287–288
transcutaneous electrical nerve
stimulation 605
troubleshooting 472–533
variable signal amplification 592–593
ventricular lead placement 171–173
voltage gradient 24–25
waveform 21–24
see also defibrillation
implantation of pulse generators
158–160
ICDs, testing 25–33
replacement 203–205
right-sided, ventricular lead
placement 169
implantation suites see catheterization
suites
inactivation of ICDs 515
incisions
infection 207
management 205
pacemaker replacement 204
induction heaters/ovens 607, 609
inductive systems, web-based
monitoring 636
industrial environments 607–608
infants, third-degree AV block 98
lead extraction for 205–207
pockets 230–231, 232
inferior myocardial infarction 100
inflammation, transvenous pacing 7
inflow Doppler velocity, mitral valve 52,
53
informed consent, pacemaker
replacement 204
infra-Hisian block 66, 97, 101
infra-Hisian embryological remnants 66
initial rate responses, sensors 411
injury
cellular 7
current of 195
“inline” connectors 197, 198
inside-out insulation failures 532–533
insulation 11–12, 139–140
defects 248, 449, 551
extracardiac stimulation 245
polarity programming and
341–345
erosion through see conductors,
externalization
ICD leads 145–146, 532–533
impedance and 431
radiography 558, 562
integrated bipolar leads, ICDs 367
integrated sensing, ICDs 146–147
interatrial conduction time 47, 50
see also differential atrioventricular
interval
interelectrode distance
bipolar leads 138–139
for SVT-VT discriminators 384
interference see electromagnetic
interference
internal jugular approach 165, 167
International Normalized Ratio, device
implantation and 203, 229
internet see web-based monitoring
interrogation 321, 429
at follow-up 621–622
ICDs 632–633
before implantation 598
postoperative 600–601
interval-based SVT-VT discriminators
373
interventricular dyssynchrony 43, 44
interventricular offsets 72, 75, 153, 424
interviews, follow-up 620–621
intra-atrial conduction time 47, 51
intra-device interactions, ICDs 518–519
intraventricular dyssynchrony 67, 68, 70
intrinsic amplitude tests 323
intrinsic atrial rhythms see atrial
rhythms, native
intrinsic deflection 7, 194
intrinsicoid deflection 7
INTRINSIC RV trial 58–60
ischemic heart disease
ischemic cardiomyopathy, ICDs 115
IS-4 standard 12
IS-1 standard 12, 141, 197
wrong connections 458
IS-4 standard 12
ICDs 198
ischemic cardiomyopathy, ICDs 115
ischemic heart disease see coronary artery disease; myocardial infarction
Ishikawa method, AV optimization 53, 54
isoelectric depolarization 452
isoelectric events 458
isometric maneuvers
isoelectric depolarization 452
isoelectric events 458
isometric maneuvers see provocative maneuvers
iterative increment–decrement DFT 26
J curved styles 191
J leads 137
dislodgement 220
placement 190–192
radiography 564–567
retention wires 567, 569
see also AccuFix™ atrial J lead
gugal approach 165, 167, 562
jugal approach 165, 167, 562
jugal approach 165, 167
jugal approach 165
jugal approach 165
jugal approach 165
jugal approach 165
jugal approach 165
jugal approach 165
jugal approach 165
jugal approach 165
jugal approach 165
jugal approach 165
jugal approach 165
jugal approach 165
jugal approach 165
jugal approach 165
jugal approach 165
jugal approach 165
jugal approach 165
jugal approach 165
jugal approach 165
jugal approach 165
jugal approach 165
jugal approach 165
jugal approach 165
jugal approach 165
ladder diagrams 456
laser sheaths 210, 213
lateral view, radiography 169, 556, 567–569, 570, 571, 583
Latitude™ web-based follow-up system 636–637, 639, 640
lead-can abrasion, ICD shocks and 514, 532
lead extenders 248
Lead Integrity Alert™ (Medtronic) 533, 643
lead–lead interactions 522
lead maturation 7
Lead Monitor warning 347
Lead Noise Algorithm™ (Medtronic) 533, 534
leads
abandoned see abandoned leads
damage 234–235, 240
see also conductors, fracture
design 9–14
diameter 140
dual-chamber pacing 170–171, 189–192
ECG, position assessment 298–299
epicardial see epicardial leads
extraction 205–215
after cardiac perforation 227
complications 209–210
practitioners of 209
techniques 210–215
failure 430–432
high-voltage 512–514, 521–533
rates 140
fracture see fracture of leads
ICDs 12, 144–149, 367
additional 147
failure 512–514, 521–533
follow-up 630–631
fracture 248, 522, 630–631
impedance 630
radiography 572–577, 579, 580
impedance 431–432, 440
fractures 522–525, 529, 530–531
ICDs 630
measurement 194, 322
implantation
approaches 160–166, 562
arrhythmias during 228–229
biventricular pacing 108–109
children 198–202
congenital heart disease 171, 174
dual-chamber pacing 170–171, 189–192
epicardial 196
radiography 554, 555
ventricular see ventricular pacing, lead placement
see also coronary sinus leads
incompatible headers 457–458
integrity 430–432
intracardiac siting
on atrioven tricular intervals 49–50, 51, 54
biventricular pacing 108–109
dual-chamber pacing 170–171
heart failure 66–67
prosthetic tricuspid valve 174
radiography 563–564, 567, 568, 569–571
speckle-track strain imaging 68, 69
for SVT-VT discriminators 384
ventricular pacing 61–66, 71–78, 166, 185
noise 486
passive fixation see passive fixation of leads
performance data 142–144, 430–431
radiography 558–583
see also under fluoroscopy
resynchronization 151–153
selection 136–144
shallowness 231, 564
surgical examination 440
tricuspid regurgitation 150–151
tunneled, breast cancer 611
see also dislodgement of leads; Riata leads; subcutaneous leads
leads (ECG), pacing lead position assessment 298–299
left atrium, pacing 77
left bundle branch block 66–67, 108
cardiac perforation 226
heart failure 107, 110
V-V optimization 75–77
left ventricle
contractility 51
dysfunction
ICD after myocardial infarction 115, 116
resynchronization for 111
free-wall pacing 51, 71
ECG 300
function 42
leads 13–14, 175–189
ECG 300, 301
inadvertent placement in 232
radiography 571, 573, 574, 576
outflow tract velocity–time integral (LVOT VTI) 75
pacing 66–70
lack in resynchronization 316
refractory period (Boston Scientific ICD) 537
threshold elevation 627
Left Ventricular Protection Period (LVPP™) 287, 537
legislation, device safety 641
LEXiCon study 210
LIA see Lead Integrity Alert™ (Medtronic)
Liberator locking stilet 212
life, batteries see longevity
ligatures
lead damage 240, 562, 565
lead fixation 189
see also sutures
Linox® lead 152
lipid absorption, leads 140
lithium, power sources 14
litigation, remote monitoring and 640
“living wills” 646
LLD Ez locking device 212
lobes, Attain Starfix LV lead 153
local anesthesia, complications 159
locking styles, lead transection and 211, 212
LOLA ROSE study 67
longevity
batteries 14, 204, 432, 433
epicardial leads, children 198
ICDs 148–149
long-pin connectors 197
long QT syndrome, ICDs 117–120
loop recorders, implantable 556, 560
loops, coronary sinus leads 187, 188
loose connectors 234, 239, 442
loose setscrews 446, 479
low-energy cardioversion 393
Low Energy Safety Study (LESS) trial 28–29
lower rate behavior, CRT devices 284

Index 659
lower rate limits (LRL) 260, 325
sudden bradycardia response
algorithms 332
see also nominal lower rate
low-molecular-weight heparin
device implantation and 203
pocket hematoma 229
Low Rate Detect (Medtronic) 335
low septum site, ventricular leads
172–173
LRL (lower rate limits) 260, 660
low-segment, lead extraction 210,
213
Medicare, Medicaid, ICD in non-
ischemic cardiomyopathy 117
Medtronic
Atrial Tracking Recovery™ 398, 399
atrioventricular interval hysteresis
271
Capture Management™ 336
Conducted AF Response™ 399
Low Rate Detect (Medtronic)
CVADs
accidental inactivation 515
alerts 472
arrhythmia detection 368–370, 370
asynchronous mode 600
committed shocks 372–373
electrogram alignment 377
electrograms 476
far-field R-wave rejection 503–504
far-field R waves and 384, 386
flashback intervals 495, 496–497, 498
lead failure diagnostics 533
magnet resonance 600
magnet response 600
neural-field sensing 365
post-ventricular atrial blanking
periods 503–504
primary prevention programming
396
Sensing Integrity Count 522
sensitivity 364
SVT-VT discriminators 376, 388,
515–516
T-wave oversensing 478, 481,
482–483
Lead Integrity Alert™ 533, 643
Lead Noise Algorithm™ 533, 534
Low Rate Detect 335
magnet response and ERI 621
Paceart® System 616–617, 619
pulse generators, identification 557
“quiet-time” blanking 349
“rate drop response” 282
remote monitoring 639
timing systems 273
see also Managed Ventricular
Pacing™; Sprint Fidelis leads
MedWatch (FDA) 439–440
membrane active drugs 34
on DFT 33
memory, pacemakers 621–622
mental stress, sensors 409
Merlin.net™ (St. Jude) 639, 640
metal detectors 609
metal ion oxidation, leads 140
metals, electrodes 10
microaccelerometer, SonR sensor 411
microdislodgement 220, 441, 571,
575
MADIT-II trial 58
ICD after myocardial infarction
114–115
MADIT-CRT trial 69, 111, 111
magnet(s)
artifacts 452, 453
ICD inhibition 510, 515
resetting pacemakers 598
magnetic resonance imaging 208,
602–604
conditionally safe pacemakers 585,
587
magnet rates 14, 289, 439
magnet response
ICDs 599–600
pacemakers 289–290, 291, 325, 618,
620, 621
magnet tracing, trans-telephonic
monitoring 617–618
mains interference 452–454
malaise 623
malfunctions 439–440, 452, 462, 469,
642–643
headers 469
noise 522, 525, 526–527
malignant vasodepressor syncope, SonR
sensor 411
mammography, device siting and 160
Managed Ventricular PACing™ (MVP)
278, 465, 466
Managed Ventricular PACing trial 60
maneuvres see provocative manoeuvres
mannitol 11
manufacturers, calling 429–430
margin testing, defibrillation 33
marker channels, ICDs 473–476
marksmanship 645
MAUDE database, website 431
maximum sensor rate (MSR) 272–276,
325
maximum tracking rate (MTR)
272–276, 325
Mayo Clinic, follow-up guidelines 622,
636–637
mechanical AV optimization 52–55
mechanical dysynchrony
pacing in heart failure 69
resynchronization on 77
mechanical sheaths, lead extraction 210,
213
Medicare, Medicaid, ICD in non-
ischemic cardiomyopathy 117
Medtronic
Atrial Tracking Recovery™ 398, 399
atrioventricular interval hysteresis
271
Capture Management™ 336
Conducted AF Response™ 399
Low Rate Detect (Medtronic)
CVADs
accidental inactivation 515
alerts 472
arrhythmia detection 368–370, 370
asynchronous mode 600
committed shocks 372–373
electrogram alignment 377
electrograms 476
far-field R-wave rejection 503–504
far-field R waves and 384, 386
flashback intervals 495, 496–497, 498
lead failure diagnostics 533
magnet resonance 600
magnet response 600
neural-field sensing 365
post-ventricular atrial blanking
periods 503–504
primary prevention programming
396
Sensing Integrity Count 522
sensitivity 364
SVT-VT discriminators 376, 388,
515–516
T-wave oversensing 478, 481,
482–483
Lead Integrity Alert™ 533, 643
Lead Noise Algorithm™ 533, 534
Low Rate Detect 335
magnet response and ERI 621
Paceart® System 616–617, 619
pulse generators, identification 557
“quiet-time” blanking 349
“rate drop response” 282
remote monitoring 639
timing systems 273
see also Managed Ventricular
Pacing™; Sprint Fidelis leads
MedWatch (FDA) 439–440
membrane active drugs 34
on DFT 33
memory, pacemakers 621–622
mental stress, sensors 409
Merlin.net™ (St. Jude) 639, 640
metal detectors 609
metal ion oxidation, leads 140
metals, electrodes 10
microaccelerometer, SonR sensor 411
microdislodgement 220, 441, 571,
575
MIRACLE-I CD trial, coronary sinus
lead complications 223
mitral regurgitation 50, 77
left bundle branch block 66
mitral valve
function 46
inflow Doppler velocity 52, 53
mixed venous oxygen saturation,
rate-adaptive pacing and 415
mobile phones 610
Mobitz types, second-degree heart block
94–96
mode resetting 597–598
Mode Selection Trial (MOST Trial)
57–58
pacemaker syndrome 45
mode switching 276, 277, 279, 325,
monoventricular pacing, heart failure
66–67
morbidity, pacing mode on 56–61
morphology algorithms, Vector Timing
and Correlation (Boston Scientific)
380, 389
morphology analysis, ventricular
electrograms 489, 492, 499,
502–503
morphology-based SVT-VT
discriminators 373, 375, 376–377,
378, 379, 380, 388
failure 381, 515
mortality, pacing mode on 56–61
MP35N (alloy) 139, 145
M-PATHY study, hypertrophic
obstructive cardiomyopathy
78–79
multifocal leads 11, 145
multiluminal leads 11, 521
multipolar left ventricular leads 14
multisite pacing, codes 16
Mustard procedure, active fixation lead
placement 202
parallel-wound leads 11
passive fixation of leads 10, 137
cardiac perforation 225
radiography 564, 577
patches, epicardial 572, 578
patent foramen ovale 233, 574
patient satisfaction, remote monitoring 640
patient-specific DFT 26–27
patient-specific testing, defibrillation 33
PA VE trial, resynchronization 112
pericarditis 228
phantom shocks 473, 646
personnel, follow-up clinics 614–615
phantom shocks 473, 646
pericardial effusions, ICD shocks and 512
pericarditis 228
persistent left SVC 167, 198, 583, 585
pericardiocentesis 571–572
phantom shocks 473, 646
phase duration, defibrillator waveforms 23–24
phones (cellular) 610
phrenic nerve stimulation 245, 542–543
physiology 2–4, 42–43, 51
PIC study (Pacing in Cardiomyopathy study) 78
piezoelectric crystals, activity sensors 409, 410
pleural effusions, ICD shocks and 512
pneuomopericardium 224
pneumothorax 223–225
contrast venography and 583
ICD shocks and 512
pockets for pulse generators 159–160
air 452
complications 229–230
infection 207, 230–231, 236
manipulation 456–457
pain 159, 230–232
polarity 326
bipolar lead fracture and 248, 251
connectors 197–198
defibrillation 24
pectoral muscle stimulation 245
programming 341–346, 347, 449, 450
pulse generators, radiography 556, 558
polarization 2, 6
sensing and 8–9
polytetrafluoroethylene see extended PTFE jackets
polyurethane 12, 139–140
defects 248
porous electrodes 139
positive RV-LV timing cycle 283
posterior left ventricular pacing
ECG 300
heart failure 67
posterolateral cardiac vein 177
lead placement 581
posteroesophageal space fat pad 184, 185
post-market surveillance data 142–144
postoperative care 205, 600–601
post-shock electrogram diminution
477–478, 481
post shock electrogram diminution
146
post-ventricular atrial blanking periods
PV ARP extension for 280, 348
power-on reset 597–598
P-P intervals, tachycardias 489
preactivation, LV lead 76
Predictors of Response to CRT
(PROSPECT study) 77
pre-ejection interval 44
rate-adaptive pacing and 415
pre-excitation, left atrium 77
premature ventricular contractions
(PVC)
AAI pacing 257–259
algorithms for 398–399
biventricular pacing 286
pause limitation 78
PVARP extension for 280, 348
shortening 399
undersensing 458–459
see also ventricular extrasystoles
preoperative preparation, device
implantation 203
pressure changes, right ventricle,
rate-adaptive pacing and 415
primary prevention of life-threatening
arrhythmias 112–114
programming for 396, 397
rate criteria 370
PR interval 2, 50, 52
heart rate vs 51
second-degree heart block 94
PR Logic, SVT-VT discriminators 376, 388, 390, 516
proarrhythmic pacing 506, 507
cardiac resynchronization devices 543, 545
VT storm 511
product recalls see recalls
programmable waveforms, ICDs 149
programming 15, 319–407
for atroventricular block 471–472
atrioventricular interval and 49
307–316, 331–332, 400
resynchronization (CRT) 424
battery depletion and 246
at follow-up 357–360, 622–624, 627
ICDs 360–394, 396, 397
emergencies 511
for pace-sense lead fractures 530
sensing 365–366
troubleshooting 515–521
magnet response 289
optimizing therapy 394–395, 397, 398
output 333–339, 343
safety margins 337, 433
pacemaker codes 16
polarity 341–346, 347, 449, 450
resynchronization devices 395–400
VV (time period) 424–425
sensitivity 339–341, 342, 343–344
sensor function 418–423
for sick sinus syndrome 104
suggested parameters 361
for T-wave oversensing 481, 483
undocumented 462
unexpected parameters 350–357
see also reprogramming
progressive depolarization theory 19, 21
prolapso of coronary sinus leads 187, 188
propafenone 448
PROSPECT study (Predictors of Response to CRT) 77
prosthetic tricuspid valve
epicardial systems and 196
lead placement 171, 174, 583, 584
provocative maneuvers 456–457, 462, 463, 478, 479, 488, 593
pseudo-fusion 316
pseudo-malfunctions 452–454, 458
digital recording systems 458, 464, 465
pseudo-Wenckebach behavior 264, 265, 266, 273, 274
biventricular pacing, avoidance 286
exercise and 420
upper rate limit setting 328, 330
psychologic issues 645–646
P-tracking/P-synchronous pacing see
VDD pacing
pull-back technique, coronary sinus
venography 183
pulmonary artery
pulmonary artery
pressure 637–638
use in lead placement 170–171
pulse amplitude see voltage amplitude
pulsed Doppler, frame rates 75
pulse duration 326
amplitude vs 4
programming 333–339
pulse generators 14–15
children 199
connectors 142
EMI shielding 592
failure 432, 433, 439–440, 515
ICDs, follow-up 626–628
identification 429–430, 556
lead compatibility 141
migration 229–230, 243–245, 512, 556
physical evaluation 440
radiography 554–558
physical evaluation 440
radiography 554–558
replacement 203–205, 642–644
radiography see chest radiography;
fluoroscopy
radiotherapy 208, 248, 250, 462–463, 610–611
RAFT trial, biventricular pacing 111
RAM, pulse generators 15
“ramps”; ATP 391
rate-adaptive atrioventricular interval see
rate-variable atrioventricular
interval
rate-adaptive pacing 357
electromagnetic interference and
598–599
indications 408
programming at follow-up 622–624
resynchronization (CRT) and
424–425
sensing devices for 408–418, 437–439
symptoms 471
Rate Branch™ (St. Jude) 376, 388–390, 391, 516
rate criteria, detection by ICDs
367–372
rate drop response programming 282, 334
rate hysteresis 326, 435–436
see also hysteresis
rate-modulated pacing 259–261
asynchronous 261
DDIR pacing 262
rate programmability 328, 329, 330
rate-responsive capability
assessment 420, 421, 422, 422
atrioventricular interval and 49
for bradycardia 136
codes 16
rate smoothing 295, 297, 326, 436–437
infra-device interactions 518–519
rates of pacing
assessment 435–439
troubleshooting 462–464
rate-variable atrioventricular interval
268, 269, 327
reaction time 327, 422, 424
real-time electrograms, ICDs 476, 477
recalls
Accufix™ atrial J lead 209
pacemaker replacement 204, 640–644
recharging, capacitors 628
reconfirmation, in ICDs 372–373, 375
records
trans-telephonic monitoring
616–617, 619
see also data storage
recovery time 327, 422, 424
recurrence of preimplantation
symptoms, causes 246–252
redetection, in ICDs 373, 507–510, 511
redundancy of leads 563–564, 566
children 199, 200–201, 564, 566
coronary sinus leads 187, 188
reed switches 602
Reel syndrome 556, 559
re-entrant circuits 34–35, 77
see also endless-loop tachycardia
re-entrant tachycardias, pacing for
106
reforming, capacitors 628
refractory period extension theory see
progressive depolarization theory
refractory periods 17, 18, 256, 257
atrium 325
pacing during 276–278
see also post-ventricular atrial
refractory period; total atrial
refractory period
biventricular pacing 286–287
programming 346–348
P waves in 352, 353
resettable 593–597
SSIR pacing 260
ventricular (VRP) 257, 327, 346
resetting in response to noise
596–597
registered nurses (RNs) 205
registries
lead failure 430
lead performance 144, 430–431
see also national registry; REPLACE
registry
regularity of rhythm, VT vs SVT
489–492
reimplantation
after infections 238
leads 215
see also replacement
remote access monitoring 15, 614,
634–640
repairability, leads 140
repetitive rapid oversensing 522
replacement
pulse generators 203–205, 642–644
see also reimplantation
replacement voltages, elective 14
REPLACE registry
infection 235
lead dislodgement 220
repolarization 19
see also additional repolarization time
Index

reprogramming
bipolar to unipolar mode 341
for electromagnetic interference 593, 594
for exercise 622–624
finding thresholds 337
number of intervals to detect VF (NID) 533
for sudden bradycardia 471
undocumented 462
reset modes see backup modes
resettable refractory periods 593–597
resistance 5–6
impedance vs 5
see also source impedance
respiratory rate, minute ventilation
Rhythm ID™ (Boston Scientific)
RHYTHM II study 75
rheobase 4, 335–337
retromammary siting, pulse generators
retrograde atrial excitation see
ventriculotrial conduction
retromammary siting, pulse generators
160
ReTy mode (Boston Scientific) 336
REVERSE trial, biventricular pacing 111
rheobease 4, 335–337
RHYTHM II study 75
Rhythm ID™ (Boston Scientific) 387–388, 389, 516
Rhythm ID Going Head to Head Trial (RIGHT) 388
Riata leads 532–533, 580, 624, 644
right atrial appendage, lead placement 191–192
right atrium, lead placement 190–191
right bundle branch, pacing site 67
right bundle branch block
cardiac perforation 226
resynchronization for 110–111
right pectoral implantation, ICDs 30, 32
right superior fascicles 66
right ventricle
apex pacing (RVA pacing) 61, 65, 66, 107
ECG 299–300
minimization 331–332
arrhythmogenic dysplasia, ICDs 121–122
defibrillator lead placement 171–173
impedance-based sensor 412–414
pacing 57–66
bifocal 67
ECG 299–300
free-wall 64–66
lead placement 166–175, 176
tricuspid regurgitation 245–246
pressure changes, rate-adaptive pacing and 415
resynchronization on function 77
right ventricular outflow tract
lead position
ECG 300
radiography 571
pacing 61, 64, 65
ventricular tachycardia 126
ring electrodes 12
Ritter method, AV optimization 53–54
RR intervals
alternating 476–477, 481
lead fracture 522
rate smoothing 436–437
reduced percentage resynchronized 534–542
tachycardias 489
runaway pacemaker 462–463
R waves
amplitude test 342
double-counting 481–485, 522, 525, 546
far-field 195, 384–387, 388, 390, 477
oversensing 501–504, 505, 539
ICDs, sensing 362–364, 384, 520
programming sensitivity 339, 342
SafeR™ algorithm 279
safety margins
defibrillation 26–27, 28
programming output 337, 433
T-wave oversensing 482–483
SAVE-PACE trial 58–60
SCD-HeFT trial 115, 117
screens, programmers 321, 322, 323, 324
“additional features” 361
data collection 358
lead warnings 432
“summary” 359
screw-in leads 10–11, 137
extraction 210–211
seal-plug problems, headers 522, 525, 526–527
seat belts 644
secondary prevention of life-threatening arrhythmias 112
programming for 397
rate criteria 370
second-degree heart block 97
pacing for 94–96
second phase duration, defibrillation 23–24
sedation
conscious 158–159
for VT storm 511
Seldinger technique see introducer approach
SelectSecure™ lead 140, 141
sensed events, defined 256
sensing 7–9
bipolar vs unipolar leads 13
CRT devices, errors 335
devices for rate-adaptive pacing 408–418, 437–439
electrograms 15
ICDs 146–147, 362–366
minimizing EMI 592
pacemaker codes 16
thresholds 192–196, 327, 435
assessment 420–422, 423
programming 327, 339–341, 345
troubleshooting 534–549
ventricular fibrillation 33
see also atrial sensing window;
far-field sensing; oversensing;
undersensing
Sensing Integrity Count, Medtronic
ICDs 522
sensitivity
ICDs 364–365, 366
thresholds 362, 366
programming 339–341, 342, 343–344
Sensor and Quality of Life study 416
septal-to-posterior wall motion delay (SPWMD), V-V optimization on 76–77
septum
ablation, heart block from 106
cardiac enlargement 185
lead siting, radiography 566, 568, 569–571
myectomy, hypertrophic cardiomyopathy 125
pacing 64, 65, 172–173
in bifocal pacing 67
ECG 300
see also high septum site; low septum site
setscrews, loose 446, 479
sexual activity 645
shallowness of leads 231, 564
sheaths
curved 178–181
lead delivery 13, 178, 179, 180
removal 188–189
lead extraction 210, 211–213
shock plans 646
shocks 393
anodal 20–21
for atrial fibrillation 394
committed vs non-committed 372–373, 374
dosage 24–25
efficacy assessment 631–632
see also shocks, unsuccessful frequent 510–511
inappropriate 472
lead-can abrasion and 514, 532
optimizing therapy 394–395, 506–510, 634
psychologic issues 645–646
symptoms before 472–473
unsuccessful 511–521
misclassification as 511–512
shooting 645
short–long–short sequences 506
short QT syndrome 121
shoulder movement 205
sick sinus syndrome (sinus node dysfunction) 101–103
cardiac transplantation 202
pacing mode and 60, 136
dildenafil, on DFT 33
silicone 12, 139, 140
silver, ICD leads 145
single-chamber atrial pacemakers, sick sinus syndrome 103
single-chamber ICDs 149–153
electrograms 488, 489–495, 499
SVT-VT discriminators 373–374, 376–378, 515–516
single-chamber triggered-mode pacing
single-chamber rate-modulated pacing
single-chamber pacing, pulse generators, ICDs 148–149
single-chamber atrial pacemakers, sick sinus syndrome 12, 139, 140
SMART® leads 321
SMART® left ventricular lead
SMARTVIEW™ (Sorin) 639
SMART-A V trial 70–71, 399–400
SMARTSense™, atrial blanking period, Boston Scientific ICDs 384
SMARTVIEW™ (Sorin) 639
sodium ions 2
SonR sensor (PEA sensor) 411–412, 413, 418, 424–425
SOOR pacing (asynchronous pacing) see asynchronous pacing
Sorin Medical
atrioventricular interval hysteresis 271
AutoThreshold 336
blanking characteristics 349
CRT devices, ventricular sensing and 281
ICDs, magnet response 600
magnet response and ERI 621
Parad algorithm 318
pulse generators, identification 557
remote monitoring 639
SafeRTM algorithm 279
timing systems 273
source impedance 9
spikele-track strain imaging
lead siting based on 68, 69
ventricular timing optimization 75
spectrum, electromagnetic 592
spontaneous rhythm see atrial rhythms, native; native rhythms
spontaneous rhythm see atrial rhythms, native; native rhythms
sports 645
Sprint Fidelis leads, fracture 531, 643
SSIR pacing (single-chamber rate-modulated pacing) 259–260
see also AAIR pacing; VVIR pacing
stimulation, leads 153, 187–188
“stability” enhancement, single-chamber detection 375, 376, 377, 382, 383–384, 516
staff, follow-up clinics 614–615
stairs, down vs up 410
standards
leads 12, 141
see also specific standards
staphylococci 235–236
Starling’s law 42
“stat set” button 321
stentosis of veins 207, 237, 238
stents, lead removal 207
step-down to failure DFT 26, 27
step-up to success DFT 26
sternocleidomastoid muscle 165
steroid elution 6, 7, 137, 138
steroids, systemic 443
stiffness of leads 139
stimulation
anodal, resynchronization and 316
diaphragm 245
assessment 169, 187–188
myocardium 2–4
pectoralis muscle 245
phrenic nerve 245, 542–543
see also cross-stimulation
stimulation threshold 4–7
circadian pattern 7, 30–33
drugs and endocrine disorders 435, 443–444, 448
external cardioversion on 441, 447, 601, 602
measurement 192–194, 337–338
pacemaker replacement 204
variation 6–7
stimulus energy, voltages vs 4
stimulus latency 542
see also capture, latency
stimulus–QRS interval 303–304
stimulus-T sensing pacemaker 414
St. Jude Medical
atrioventricular interval hysteresis 271
blanking characteristics 349
coronary sinus leads 152, 153
CRT devices, ventricular sensing and 281
ICDs
asynchronous mode 600
committed shocks 372
electrogram alignment 377, 379
far-field R waves and 386, 504
filtering 478–480
magnet response 600
monitor zones 372
primary prevention programming 396
programmability 149
reconfirmation 373
sensitivity 364–365, 366
SVT-VT discriminators 376, 388–390, 391, 515–516
T-wave oversensing 478, 481
magnet response and ERI 621
Merlin.net™ 639
pulse generators, identification 557
remote monitoring 639
timing systems 273
Ventricular Autocapture™ 336
see also Riata leads
storage of data 626
in pacemakers 621–622
stored electrograms, ICDs 476, 477
stored energy 25
straight stylets
atrial J leads 190–191
ventricular leads 168, 169
strain imaging see speckle-track strain imaging
strength–duration curve 4
stress, sensors 409
stroke volume 42
rate-adaptive pacing and 415
stylet-driven leads, over-the-wire leads vs 185, 186
ventricular pacing (cont’d)
lead siting 61–66, 71–78, 166, 185
sick sinus syndrome 104
see also biventricular pacing; right
ventricle, pacing
ventricular pacing inhibition, CRT
devices 335
ventricular rate, atrial rate vs, SVT-VT
discriminators 383–387
ventricular rate regulation (VRR) 78,
295–296, 399, 539–541
ventricular refractory period (VRP)
257, 327, 346
resetting in response to noise
596–597
ventricular safety pacing 267, 268, 327
Ventricular Sense Amplitude algorithm
342
Ventricular Sense Response™ algorithm
284, 285, 539, 542
“Ventricular Sensing Test” 343–344
ventricular septal defect 232
ventricular tachyarrhythmias
myocardial infarction 114–116
underdetection 515–521
ventricular tachycardia
antitachycardia pacing on 34–35, 495
catecholaminergic polymorphic 121
detection by ICDs 368–370
see also SVT-VT discriminators
electrograms, ICDs 475
fascicular 127
indications for ICDs 113
during lead implantation 228
right ventricular outflow tract 126
self-terminating 507
slow 515, 516
supraventricular tachycardia vs
ICD electrograms 488–510
misclassification 515–517
redetection error 507–510
VT storm 510–511
ventricular timing optimization (V-V
optimization) 71–78
ventricular triggering period 265, 267,
455, 468
ventricular veins 177, 178, 302
anastomoses 184
lead placement 187, 188, 582
ventriculoatrial conduction 44, 279,
433–434
1:1, ventricular tachycardia 517
ventriculoatrial interval (VA interval)
257, 258
DDD pacing 262
extension 276–278
vibration sensors see piezoelectric
crystals
vibrations from ICDs see alerts
virtual electrodes 19–21
vitreous carbon electrodes 139
voltage
batteries 14, 439, 627–628, 632–633
stimulus energy vs 4
voltage amplitude 326
minimization 151
programming 333–339
voltage drop, within pulse 14–15
voltage gradient, ICDs 24–25
VOO (ventricular asynchronous pacing)
257
VPS-1 (Vasovagal Pacemaker Study) 80
VR (time period) 256
V Rate > A Rate (Boston Scientific)
387–388
VS-1A connectors 197
VS-1B connectors 197
VS-1 standard 141, 197
VT storm 510–511
vulnerable period 18–19, 20
VV (time period) 256
resynchronization 304–307
programming 424–425
VV1 pacing (ventricular inhibited
pacing) 45, 47, 48, 257, 258, 320,
328
clinical effects 56–57
indications 134, 135
VVIR pacing 134, 135, 259–260, 261
indications 408
VVT mode see single-chamber
timed-mode pacing
walking, assessment 419–420, 421,
623–624
wandless systems, trans-telephonic
monitoring 614
wands 15
warfarin
device implantation and 203
for thrombosis 234
waveform
ECG 3f, 17
ICDs 21–24
programmable, ICDs 149
Wavelet, SVT-VT discriminators 376,
378, 388
weakness 623
wearable cardioverter-defibrillators,
indications 113, 114
web-based monitoring 614, 634–637,
638, 639, 640
websites
product performance information
431
remote monitoring 640
weight (body), remote monitoring 638
welding (arc welding) 607–608
Wenckebach block 94, 96, 534
see also pseudo-Wenckebach behavior
wireless telemetry, web-based
monitoring 636
wires, fracture see Accufix™ atrial J lead
withdrawal of therapy 646
work, return to 645
workplaces (industrial) 607–608
wrist bands, trans-telephonic
monitoring 617
Zener diodes 15, 601
zone boundaries, rate detection 372,